District 20 (D20) NAP 2022 - 2023

Win a subsidized trip to New Orleans in March 2023!

Information:

- North American Pairs (NAP) club-qualifying games for 2022 will be held this summer. They may be conducted either online in a virtual club or in person at a physical venue.
- Clubs may hold two NAP club-qualifiers per sanctioned session each month.
- Masterpoint awards for an Open Club are as a Club Special Game Class II (200% of Standard Masterpoint rating), $\frac{1}{2}$ red & $\frac{1}{2}$ black. Online game awards are reduced by 20%.
- Conditions of Contest: ACBL D20 (2021 CoC's for reference)

Schedule for the 2022-2023 competition:

- **Club level:** Qualifying sessions in June, July, and August
  
  Note: club qualifying is required to advance to the District Finals

- **Unit level:** Not held, but must have a Unit-sponsored club-qualifier if none of the clubs in their jurisdiction have conducted at least one club-qualifier

- **District level:** TBD, but must be completed by the 3rd Sunday of January, 2023

  Players play online via BBO from home or other convenient location!

- **National level:** At the Spring NABC's in New Orleans, LA
  
  ➢ Flight A on Wednesday and Thursday, March 8 - 9, 2023
  
  ➢ Flights B & C on Saturday and Sunday, March 18 - 19, 2023

Flight Eligibility

- Flight A – Open to any player
- Flight B – Players with less than 2500 MPs *
- Flight C – Non-Life Masters with fewer than 500 MPs *

* The ACBL June 2022 masterpoint cycle, published on May 6, 2022, determines flight eligibility. Any points won but not included in this cycle do not affect eligibility.

Advancement From D20 Finals:

- The top three eligible pairs in Flight A, and the top four eligible pairs in Flights B & C qualify to the National Final.
- Those who qualify for participation in the National Final may be offered an ACBL or D20 subsidy earned by their finish in the District finals. Subsidies are intended to offset the cost of travel to the NABC and may be provided, reduced or eliminated at the discretion of the ACBL and/or District Management.

For More Information:

- Contact the North American Events Coordinator, Hal Montgomery
  
  email – dewitt@imaginata.com  
  
  phone – (503) 583-3717

Results of the 2021-2022 competition: Prior Results
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